
Creating a successful wine brand is very difficult in a retail sector where most wines fail to make an 
impact. Normally to be successful requires a large marketing spend and a slice of good fortu-ne.  
Most markets are saturated with wine and in general people are drinking less wine, particu-larly in 
the mature European markets. Another challenge for any potential wine brand is that con-sumers 
tend not to be loyal to a particular wine, together with retailers regularly changing their selections, 
resulting in a higher rotation of products in comparison with other sectors.  

In many international markets, particularly the UK, Spanish wines have for so long been predicted 
to be ‘the next big thing’, given the huge potential that exists but the market share of Spanish 
wines hasn’t grown significantly in the last decade and sales depend greatly on Rioja. If you take 
Rioja out of the market share figure there is very little left to talk about.  However, there are some 
exceptions and one of those is a wine from Requena in Valencia that has mostly flown under the 
radar and created a niche for itself resulting in sales of more than 9 million bottles in 18 countries 
around the world.

One wine that has made a significant impact is Toro Loco®, DOP Utiel-Requena. It is a great name 
that encapsulates the essence of Spain. The design is simple but brilliant and easy to re-cognise 
with the skull of a bull in the form of a corkscrew. The man behind the name and owner of the brand 
is Benoit Calvet, a Frenchman owner of BVC Bodegas S.L part of the Bordeaux based SAS Benoit 
Valerie Calvet.

I met up with Benoit on a recent visit to Valencia to talk to him about Toro Loco.   Benoit first dis-co-
vered the wines of Requena during in the mid 1990’s.  He saw to potential of the region to ma-ke 
easy drinking, competitively priced wines so he decided to put down some roots and bought vi-
neyards. 

Grape growing and wine making in this region is dominated by the Coviñas group, the largest coo-
perative network in the region, made up of 3000 growers with 10,000 of the 30,000 hectares of vi-
neyards in Utiel Requena. Benoit having bought vineyards in the area became one of those growers 
and joined his local cooperative. The success the Toro Loco has been a result of the co-llaboration 
between Benoit’s company BVC Bodegas S.L., the local growers and Coviñas. 

It is never easy to influence change in a cooperative but Benoit was determined to use his gra-pes 
together with those of his neighbours to make the best wines possible wines using Temprani-llo to-
gether with the local grape Bobal.  Requena was known for producing huge volumes of bulk wine.  
Bobal was a popular grape with growers because it produced large quantities of grapes with thick 
skins and naturally high sugar levels, making it good for bulk wine but a challenge to make good 
quality bottled wine.    

Leading by example Benoit reduced the yields per hectare and demonstrated to other growers that 
this was key to getting better quality fruit.  Changing from a high volume, bulk wine produc-tion to 
lower yields was and continues to be a major challenge but the international success of Toro Loco 
has been a catalyst for change.  
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The winemaking process also had to be modernised.  Traditionally grapes were fermented at high 
temperatures to extract maximum colour and to reach the highest possible level of alcohol.  Be-noit 
wanted to make fruity, easy drinking wines that could compete internationally.  Again, per-suading 
farmers to change their ways is not easy but by spending time with them and getting to know and 
understand their ways enabled him to convince many of them of the need to change.  

The first listing for Toro Loco was in 2009 in Aldi UK.  Back then Aldi was not considered a major 
player in the market.  How things have changed!  Benoit was looking for new customers for his new 
wine just as Aldi were looking for new wines for their very limited range.

The big break came in 2011 when the wine was awarded an IWSC Gold Medal.  It caught the 
at-tention of the wine press and was written about in many of the national news papers because a 
gold medal for such a low priced wine, £3,49, was unusual and also the fact that it was from Aldi.   

Toro Loco became such a high profile wine that consumers began to go to Aldi just to buy it.   Prior 
to the gold medal and newspaper publicity sales were around 45,000 bottles per month, following 
the media attention they jumped to 450,000 bottles per month.  In the UK the success of Toro Loco 
has been the result of its long relationship with Aldi, where the wine has been sold for more than 
ten years.  Today it is the top exported wine from Utiel Requena.

The other major change that Benoit is working towards is to only use organic grapes for Toro Lo-co.  
Requena is an area that is suitable for organic grape production because of the continental climate 
with a mediterranean influence and altitude, the grapes are grown in vineyards located between 
650m and 900m.  As you drive through the vast expanse of vineyards in Requena you can pick 
out where the grapes for Toro Loco are grown because they have the sign of the bull’s skull and 
corkscrew standing prominently in the vineyard.

The brand began to grow in new markets throughout Europe, north and south America, Australia 
and Asia.  New wines have been added to the range, single varietals, a Cava as well as an extra 
virgin olive oil.  Other wines have done well in international wine competitions such as Toro Loco 
Rosé a triple gold medal winner.  Notable among the new wines is El Macho Tempranillo Bobal, 
awarded 97 points and a Platinum medal in the Decanter World Wine Awards 2020. 

Toro Loco is a case study for any winery or marketing student of how to create, introduce, manage 
and grow a brand in a fragmented, highly competitive, saturated market. 

Benoit and his team have ambitious plans for the future.  He has invited me to come and taste the 
new wines that have been fermented and aged in clay ‘tinajas’ while music at a frequency of 432 
hertz, which is thought to make the wines smoother and richer, is piped into the vats.  He is very 
excited by the result and I look forward to tasting the wines.

Mark O’Neill DipWSET, is a Northern Irishman based in Valencia, Spain where he has lived for 
more twenty years.  He writes about wine in El Mundo and ValenciaPlaza.com.  He is the founder 
of thewineplace.es  an online wine store and center of learning offering WSET and other courses 
to professionals and wine enthusiasts.  He also works in partnership with several Spanish wineries 
on wine projects for export.
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